The first two characters of this 4-byte code signify the program as indicated below. The last two digits indicate the year the student began the program.

RES: California Residency status for UC Fees
RESIDENT = Liable for CA resident fees*
NON-RESIDENT = Liable for non-resident fees
EXEMPT = Self-supporting program
BLANK = Student has not begun SLR.
SLR NOT SUB = SLR begun but not submitted; non-resident fees will be assessed
SLR SUBMTD = SLR submitted but not yet reviewed
PENDING-S = Student readmitted but has not yet submitted an SLR
PENDING = Requested documentation not yet submitted and/or reviewed

*In rare cases a student coded as RESIDENT will be liable for non-resident fees if they hold a foreign visa.

EDUC LEVEL: Education Level
For undergraduates the Education Level is determined by the total semester units earned, including transfer credit.
1 = Freshman 0 - 29.9 units
2 = Sophomore 30-59.9 units
3 = Junior 60 - 89.9 units
4 = Senior 90 or more units
5 = Master’s program
6 = Doctoral program, not advanced to candidacy
7 = Doctoral program, advanced to candidacy
8 = Doctoral program, advanced to candidacy more than 3 years

TELE-BEARS LEVEL: Education Level plus units in progress. Used to determine Tele-BEARS appointment times.
1=Freshman 0 - 29.9 projected units
2=Sophomore 30 - 59.9 projected units
3=Junior 60 - 89.9 projected units
4=Senior 90 or more projected units
5=Master’s program
6=Doctoral program, fewer than 3 units
7=Doctoral program, more than 36 units
8=First Professional-Law, Social Welfare only

PROF LEVEL: Professional Level. Indicates year in program for Law and Optometry students.

NON-AP LEVEL: Education Level minus Advanced Placement units.

ADV DOC END TERM: Final term of Advancement to Candidacy for students in doctoral programs.

DEGREE CAND: YES=Student on degree list for selected term.

REGM125 UCB REGISTRATION INFORMATION SYSTEM
CURRENT REGISTRATION STATUS

SID: 1166 7051 U 1
NAME: BEAR, OSKI
TERM: FALL 11 11D
CONTINUING STUDENT NOT REGISTERED
SATTISFIED: YES
MAJOR: BUSINESS ADMIN
RES: NON-RESIDENT
DEGREE CAND: YES
ADV DOC END TERM:
PROF FEE CD:  
EDUC LEVEL: 4
TELE-BEARS LEVEL: 4
LAST PKT DTE: 07/16/11
NON-AP LEVEL: 4
PROF LEVEL: 

LAST PKT DATE: Date fees were assessed for selected term.

PROF FEE CD: Professional School Fee Code
The first two characters of this 4-byte code signify the program as indicated below. The last two digits indicate the year the student began the program.

BH = MBA/MPP DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM
B- = HAAS DAYTIME MBA PROGRAM
LP = JD/MPP DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM
D- = LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (M. LA & M.LA-EP)
H& = MPH DUAL DEGREE WITH ACADEMIC PROGRAM
P& = MPP DUAL DEGREE WITH ACADEMIC PROGRAM
B& = MBA DUAL DEGREE WITH ACADEMIC PROGRAM
H- = PUBLIC HEALTH MPH/DRPH PROGRAM
I- = INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
L& = JD DUAL DEGREE WITH ACADEMIC PROGRAM
LL = JD/JSP DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM
L- = LAW JD PROGRAM
M- = UC-BERKELEY/JD/MPH DUAL DEGREE PGM
HM = UC-BERKELEY/JD/MPH DUAL DEGREE PGM
O- = OPTOMETRY
P. = PUBLIC POLICY MPP PROGRAM
C& = CITY PLANNING DUAL W/ ACADEMIC
C- = CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (MCP)
S- = SOCIAL WELFARE
BL = JD/MPP DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM
HP = MPP/MPP DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM
U- = URBAN DESIGN (M. UD)
HS = MPH/MSW
A- = ARCHITECTURE (M. ARCH)
A& = ARCH DUAL W/ ACADEMIC
LS = JD/MSW
S& = SOCIAL WELFARE DUAL W/ ACADEMIC
CH = CITY PLANNING/MPP DUAL
CP = CITY PLANNING/MPP DUAL
IL = JD/INFO MANAGEMENT
E- = ENGINEERING
AC = ARCHITECTURE/CITY REGIONAL PLANNING
AD = ARCHITECTURE/LANDSCAPE ARCH
CD = CITY REGIONAL PLAN/LANDSCAPE ARCH
CL = CITY REGIONAL PLAN/LAW
*X- = Indicates that PDST should not be assessed
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